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From the teacher’s desk…. 
    36 days and counting.  I’m guessing that you’ve seen the countdown 
until November 6, our national Election Day.  While to many adults it may 
feel like the campaigning has been ensuing indefinitely, to your children  
it’s something brand new.  Every four years we have the opportunity to  
involve our young people in the one of the processes that makes our country great – a 
free election.  This year CRA will participate in a national mock election.  Not only will 
students will have the opportunity to vote for the candidate of their choice, they will 
experience and study the election process, including the various political parties, the 
candidates, the electoral process, and delving into the issues.  We’ll even have student 
representatives of the Republican and Democratic candidates who will participate in real 
debates!  Hopefully, as students are exposed to the process, they will come to 
understand that the future of our country is theirs.  Lucky us to be involved in shaping 
their understanding and character!  
    How Children Succeed – Grit Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character by Paul 
Tough has me captivated.  The newly published book attempts to answer the question, 
why do some children succeed while others fail?  Author Paul Tough argues that the 
qualities that matter most have more do with character:  skills like perseverance, 
curiosity, conscientiousness, optimism, and self-control.  I highly recommend it. 
 

Forging Ahead! 

Reading 
    “Fiend Fadellah first found this 
fountain flowing, shouting, ‘There she 
blows!’”  Such is the abounding 
alliteration that Melville used in his 
writing of Moby Dick.  This week 
students will practice their own 
alliterative abilities when they each 
write a page of an alphabet book, based 
upon Dr. Seuss’ famous ABC book that 
features such  
alliterations  
as “Rosey’s going 
riding on her red 
rhinoceros”.       
 

Math 
   One aspect of the fifth grade 
curriculum involves informed verbal 
discussions and debate.  As part of our 
morning work, students are learning how 
to defend their thinking.  Four math 
problems are posted on the board and 
students are given the opportunity to 
show their various answers to the given 
problems and then verbally defend them.  
This process allows students to practice 
their verbal and math skills as they show 
what they know.  It also encourages self-
confidence as students bravely articulate 
their thoughts before their peers.  
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

 

This Week’s Spelling Words 
 
buyer 
instant 
quietly 
plight 
describe 
acquire 
typhoon 
twice 
lithe 
scientific 
blind 
decipher 
distinct 
xylophone 
glimpse 
pliable 
slight 
friction 
categorize 
Linnaeus 
 
 

Important Contact Information 
 
Cell:   203.640.3375 
Email:  mjenkins@canyonrimacademy.org 
Website:  http://jenkins5th.wordpress.com 
 

This Week’s Vocabulary Words 
Word of the Week:  categorize 

   envy         dandy      ashen 
        vigorous        scandalous                     

   sabotage 

Upcoming Events 
 
Oct. 3  Auditions for “Wiley & the Hairy Man” 

Oct. 4  CRA Lottery Open House 
Oct. 5  Happy Birthday, Margaret! 
Oct. 10 Field Trip/Natural History Museum 

Oct. 15 Happy Birthday, Hannah! 
 

Science and Social Studies 
    King Phillip Came Over For Great Spaghetti.  Well, 
he really didn’t, but this is MY mnemonic for 
remember the seven levels of scientific classification.  
Your children created their own; ask them what it is!  
This week we will test their memory as students take 
the final science assessment for classification.  Our 
next unit of study will be Traits and Genetics, 
including a field trip to the Natural History Museum!   
    What time is it in Madagascar when it is noon GMT?  
Your children answered this question brilliantly on 
Friday when they took their final assessment in world 
geography.  In addition to time zones, students 
showed their prowess in longitude and latitude and the 
major imaginary lines on the globe.  Coming up?  
Explorers!  
 

Remember….easy ways to enhance the budget at Canyon Rim Academy! 
Smith’s:  Ask Customer Service to add CRA to your account using this bar  
code.  Every time you swipe your card your children get more advantages! 
Amazon:  Shopping through Amazon?  Enter through the CRA website  
 (under quick links) and continue to enhance our budget. 
Boxtops:  We will continue to collect box tops.  The winner at the end of the year will 
earn a magnificent reward!  


